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Well done to my Wednesday History Option group who were such a pleas-

ure to take out today to The Tower of London.  For our ‘site study’ we chose 

the Tower of London so we visited it today on a cold January day. Barry had 

been to visit our class and had told us why William the Conqueror had cho-

sen to build his castle here.   We started our tour with Barry in The White 

Tower and then we visited the Jewel House, the Curtain Wall, the Bloody 

Tower and the dungeons. We had a picnic by the River Thames and we had 

a hot chocolate to warm us up in the Royal Armouries cafe. A great day! 
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From the Headteacher 
Happy New Year ! 
 

 

 

 

The year has started well for Melanie Carter our Speech and Language Therapy 

assistant who gave birth to a baby girl during the holidays. 

 

Jigsaw Library 

Thanks to donations from Mrs. Vicary,  we are going to start a jigsaw library – 

we now have some easy 100 piece jigsaws up to more complicated 1000 pieces

- if anyone would like to borrow one or has any they would like to add to the 

library please let the school office know. 

 

It is very important that we have your current contact details in case of an 

emergency.  If these have changed recently please let Michele in the office 

know. 

 

Just a reminder that curriculum plans for all key stages are available for parents 

to see via the website under ‘Teaching & Learning’. 

 

Lynda Walker 
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From the Classes 

Freshfields Cafe will be run by Oona, Sarah, Daniel K and 

Cynita on Wednesdays for the next 5 weeks. They had an induc-

tion day this week and decided to introduce something different 

and healthier on the Menu. Come along next week if you want 

to buy and try any of the delicious food they will make! 

On Monday 7th Jan, 2013 (our first day back!) P5 were given a task to 

make packaging for an egg so that the egg didn’t break or crack when 

dropped from a height onto a hard surface. We used green card, plain pa-

per, three lollipop sticks, two elastic bands, two pipe cleaners, a glue 

stick, pencil and scissors to make our packaging for the egg. We worked 

in three groups to solve a problem (this was our learning objective during 

P.E.).     

Unfortunately, all the eggs broke. It was an epic fail and a smashing     

experience(!), but we learned that we could work as a team to solve a   

problem. Next week, we will try the same exercise working as a whole 

class. Watch this space! 
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